
Lisa Stevens Intimacy Coordinator 
“Verona” feature film     
Director Sebastian Back 
Lead Producer Maeve Kern  
Covid protocols in effect 

Responsibilities and Actions 

ON SET DAY 3 - Simulated digital sex; scene involving traumatic material. Age - 40’s.  

Page 64 Scene 43 
Bennie and Arthur laying in bed wearing their clothes from the night before. Bennie lays behind Arthur 
with her arms wrapped around him. Her face is nestled against his back.  She kisses his neck. She touches 
the back of his arm. He stirs. They being to kiss. She reaches down. 
SFX: Bennie begins to undo his fly.  

Pre:  

*creative discussions with writer and director - tone, storyline, content, types of shots         
*creative discussions with actors - storyline, character motivation, determining boundaries      
*bringing in other departments - wardrobe (modesty garments), Producer, 1st AD.    
*creating nudity & intimacy riders for each actor’s contract - to legal, producer, director, wardrobe, 1st 
AD, Agent.  

During Sim Sex Scene:  

*talking through 8 min scene with director and actors.        
*boundary check-in, and receiving consent         
*choreographing the action prior to shooting it.         
*closing the set.            
*6 takes - checking in with director/actors between, offering adjustments for authenticity - dynamics in 
breath, tempo, sound, and levels of touch.   

Traumatic Scene  

*triggering scene involving physical abuse                              
*used directorial tools to define actor from character - tapping in/out.                                                    
*blocked and rehearsed scene                                                                               
*adjustments to breath and tempo                                                                                                    
*debriefed actor at end of day using psychological first aid techniques 

             
Page 18 Scene 22            
Camilla’s phone balances precariously on the edge of the sink. It’s open to pictures of nudes of 
Mackenzie. 

*nude photographs of actress taken with her own phone. Only IC and actress present.

continued



ON SET DAY 14, 15, 16 - Simulated drug-induced queer threesome,  involving partial nudity, 
simulated digital stimulation, kissing, simulated oral sex and simulated orgasm.  Age - early 20’s.  

Pages 44-46  Scene 35                                                                                                                             
Internal monologue referencing action: Ama’s slack belt wrapped halfway around their ass and my hand 
touching them. Pav is naked. We stripped him together. My shirt is pulled up above my belly button and 
I’m holding my pants and underwear up with my thighs. I want both of their hands in me. I want to ride 
back and forth between them. 

Pre: 

*Creative discussion with director/writer on tone, realism, beats and POVs.                                                
* Creative discussion relayed to actors and boundary assessment                                                                
* Rider update and sign-off                                                                                                                       

During Shoot:  

*  Working on vulnerability and trust with actors pre shoot                                                                             
* Privately working through concerns/fears of one of the actresses                                                                           
* Discussing shot list, reminding of boundaries and receiving consent                                            
*Closing set                                                                                                                                                   
* Rider update and sign-off                                                                                                                               
* Choreographing simulated threesome including breath and sound; use of masking and clever angles.        
* Tapping In                                                                                                                                                 
* Continuing to finesse the scene work with director and DOP to create truthful, organic moments.        
* Tapping out                                                                       

 Pages 51-53 Scenes 39, 40                                                                                                                
Camilla’s head rests on Mackenzie’s belly. Mackenzie’s head is on Camila’s knees. Mackenzie strokes 
Camila’s calf…..                                                                                                                                        
Camilla and Mackenzie sit facing each other kissing. Camilla watches Mackenzie’s face. She studies it. 
When Mackenzie opens her eyes, Camilla closes hers….                                                                 
Mackenzie gets out of the water and walks naked to the cottage. 

Pre:                                                                                                                                                                  
* Boundary check-in with actors                                       
* Going through shot list                              
*Closing the set

During Shoot:

 * Ensuring safe practices and closed set protocols 

End of Day:

* final check-in with Director, lead producer and actors                                                                      
*Tapping out with actors


